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Chapter 48 The Real Game Begins

There were more he wanted to say to Arya but she had already gone back to her seat to watch the concert that was about to

start.

Daniel looked around and saw the crowd was all industry celebrities. He knew who they were but none of them paid any

attention to who he was.

After sitting there for five minutes, he got up and left the venue.

Arya smirked to herself and thought Daniel would have a bit of conscience left in him but it turned out he had lost it. It was

apparent, he was still content in using her as Caroline’s stepping stone. Since that was the case, she wanted to see if Caroline

had such luck.

Daniel immediately went back the company after he had Arya’s agreement. He arranged the break up announcement. That same

day, to avoid Arya back on her agreement, the company officially announced Arya had accepted to do the lingerie advertisement

of a certain brand.

In a matter of second, people were cursing Arya for being shameless.

“I thought she was pure and innocent. She was the movie queen that didn’t need to use her body to sell herself short. What a

shame, I really liked her!”

“She’s the same as Caroline. Caroline is a mistress and you are only a third-rate actress.”

“I wonder how much the advertisement will pay her. She’s so shameless!”

As soon as Caroline saw the online trolls, she joyfully said to herself, “Arya, you can only compete with me in your next life!”

She was concerned Arya would affect her status, but now she was sure to win the best actress award. As for Arya’s future, with

the company suppressing all opportunities for her, there is no chance for her to get back on her feet in this lifetime.

Once she takes the best actress title aka movie queen and has married Daniel, not even Arya would be qualified to be a pain in

her neck.

At the same moment, Arya received Daniel’s break up notice letter that would be announced publicly, “Recite this all word by

word. Don’t say anything negative in front of the reporters.”

Arya held the letter in her hand and thought it funny. Could Daniel be any less shameless?

Shame must not be in his vocabulary!

He could fabricate lies for the sake of his mistress.

What they didn’t know was Arya had enough evidence to dismiss their lies. Furthermore, Luna and Julia were supporting her, so

there was nothing to be afraid of.

In the car, Julia was concerned and said, “The evidence can be made public any time. There’s also Caroline and Daniel’s

recording. It will prove they were targeting you and have been scheming against you this whole time.”

“Okay, I understand. Let’s have everything prepared and give them a pleasant surprise.” Arya replied calmly.

Luna, who stood on the side, clenched her fists and said “I can’t wait to see how those scumbags will fall!”

Arya gazed into the distance and sternly said, “In the past, I was too lenient, but now, the real game begins!”

Julia and Luna looked at each other but ever since they have decided to sincerely follow Arya, they would help her rise back to

the top again.

Anyone who knew Arya, would know the difficulties she endured in getting to this point. If it were someone else, they would have

given up long time ago.

Arya’s counterattack would not only severely destroy them, but it would also pave a way for her comeback as well. This method

of retaliation was too satisfying!

At this moment in time, Allen had prepared a small surprise for Arya.

“How was the concert?”

Coming out of the bathroom, wearing his black bathrobe, water was still dripping from his hair. He hugged Arya from behind who

was reading a book.

“It was great, I rarely have the chance to go and see a concert. I liked the program very much.” Arya indulged a musical feast,

especially after Daniel left.

“Glad you liked it. Next time, I’ll take you to see a special event.”
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